Proven Performance in
Chiropractic Imaging
The Choice for Simplicity, Reliability and Value
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CHIROPRACTIC
RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

Affordable Choices
in Radiography
Since 1987, the quality standards of Americomp have been unsurpassed. Americomp systems remain the
affordable choice in today’s marketplace, offering the same long-term dependable performance that has
become synonymous with the Americomp name. Our five-year manufacturer’s parts warranty secures your
investment today and guarantees your investment value tomorrow.

AC1 and AC2 Chiropractic System Features
Ideal for an existing practice or start-up practitioner, these reliable and
versatile systems are an outstanding value.
The AC1 system accommodates up to a 14” x 17” (35 x 43 cm) cassette
in either direction, allowing a broad range of procedures.
The AC2 system will accept up to a 14” x 36” cassette for full spine
imaging. Both systems feature a traditional floor-wall or ceiling tubestand,
and provide film focal distances of 40” to 72”. The tubestand is
constructed of heavy-duty steel, insuring many years of reliable service.
Stainless steel ball bearings allow effortless positioning of the x-ray tube
and precise alignment to the wallstand over the entire range of travel. The
tubestand angulation dial is an easy-to-read, accurate indicator of tube
angle. Sturdy locks provide secure placement of the x-ray tube. Optional
electric locks allow quick tube positioning.
Both wallstands utilize a precision bearing system that provides effortless
vertical travel of the grid and cassette tray. The full travel wallstands allow a
wide range of exams including standing knee and ankle procedures. The
wallstands feature a positive manual lock or optional electric lock.

AC2 36” Chiropractic System Shown with Optional Electric Locks

A3199 Mobile Radiographic /
Adjusting Table Features
This versatile option to either x-ray system can be used as a chiropractic
treatment table or as a mobile radiographic table. When used for adjustments
or therapy, an optional 4” thick cushion with a facial slot provides superior
patient comfort. Front wheel locks quickly secure the table into a stationary
position. By removing the cushion, the table is ready for x-ray. It can be
moved easily from room to room on its hospital-grade wheels that do not mar
floors. The flat table top design has no obtrusive joints or fasteners and is
available in two sizes; 24” x 56” or 24” x 76”. Table heights of 20”, 24” or 28”
are available. A high quality, fine line grid and cassette tray are included.

High Performance Generators
Complement any Americomp radiographic system with a high-quality,
state-of-the-art generator. Contact your Americomp dealer for details.
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